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It is proved that if X is a (metsic) continuum, if C(X) is the space of nonempty closed connc;red 
subsets of X with the Hausclorfl metric, and if A 1 , . . . , A,, are members of C(X) such that each of 
the sets C(X) - (Ai} is arcwise connected, then C(X) - {Al, . . . ) A.,,5 is arcwise ti:Lbnnected. 
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Lr connected continrlum 
1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper X denotes a continuum, i.e., a nondegenerate 
compact connected metric space, and C(X) is the space of nonempty closed con- 
nected subsets of X with the Hausdorff metric. We will prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. If A 1, . . . , A 4, are distinct members of C(X) and if each of 
the sets C(X) -{Ai} is arcwise connected, then C(X) -(Al, . . . , A,) is arcwise 
connected. 
For the case n = 2 this theorem has been established by Nadler and Quinn [6], but 
their proof is byzantine in its complexity and seems not to submit o induction. The 
theorem proved here answers a part of Query 11.17 in Nadler’s recent book [S]. 
More generally, Nadler asks: if T is a compact, otally disconnected subset of C(X) 
and if C(X) - {A} is arcwise connected for each A E .T, does it follow that C(X) - 9 
is arcwise connected? We are unable to answer this question, which is partic- 
cause of its analogy with the theorem of Krasinkfewicz [4] whit 
is disconnected by none of its compact, totally disconnected 
subsets. 
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A path in a q.1 ace Z is a continuous function a : [O, l] + 2. An arc is a path which is 
also a homeonrcqhism. It is well-known that the existence of a path ay in a HausdorfI 
space implies ‘rltre xistence of an arc fi such that p(O) = a(O), /3( 1) = CT( 1) and the 
range of p is c\Dntained in the range of (Y. An order arc in C(X) is an arc iy in C(X) 
which is a monotone function, i.e., either a(t) c a(f) whenever t s t’ or a(t) 3 a (t’) 
whenever ts Q’. We state a basic result on order arcs wihich is essenti 
development which follows. 
emrua 2.1. P&A and B are memks of C(X) and if A c Bz therd there xists an order 
arc a! in C(X) .eu::h that ar(0) = A and cu(1) = B. 
Apparently E:his result was first noted by Borsuk and Mazurkiewicz [l] in the 
course of proving that C(X) is arcwise connected. (For a discussion of this, see the 
papers of KelleF [2] and Nadler [7].) A more general result in the setting of Hausdorff 
continua is imp&cit in a paper of McWaters [S], which pmnrnve Vm-L’-. 
([3] and [9]). Se:: also [iO] in this connection. 
-reappli~Ie =~i~gi4 ifllc tkOieIll 
I have not see:1 the next lemma stated explicitly in the literature, but it is certainly 
known and has been used by Nadler in 4.3 of [7] and doubtless by others. 
lLennme 2.2. H”’ j ~2 is a path in C(X) and if fi is defined on [O, I] by 
then (3 is a path bn C(X). 
By 1.2 t:isf [2], p takes its values in C(X). The continuity of /3 follows in a 
routine marine.::: 
. . . , Yn are distinct members of C(X) and that a) is an arc 
in C(X)-(Yl, _ . . , Y,)suchthatar(O)-AfB#at(l)-A. Thenthereisanarcpin 
C(Xj -{A, Yl., II . . , Y,) such that p(O) = a(0) and p(l) = a(1). 
roof. As not& above it is sufficient o exhibit a path p having the prescribed 
properties. Witll!<ut loss of generality we may suppose there exists k Al (0, 1, . . . , n} 
such that Y&G if Sk and Yi-APOif i>k. 
The lemma is : L*limedi.ate if LY (t, # A for all t E [0, 11, so we suppose a (tl) = A where 
iQ<tl<l. Defiml;. 
to = inf@Gtl:if t s s s tl, then u (s) c A}, 
t2 = su i”; 2, ‘& 2 t~.:iftlQs~t, thee cu(s)cA}. 
Since LY (0) and P.’ ‘, 1) each contain points outside of A we see that 0 c to G tl s t2 < 1. 
Further, there ’ e:;:ists an c*pcn set U such that U n #@ for eacin i>& an 
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0 n A = 0, and there exists E > 0 and E’ > 0 with 0 < to - E, t2 + E’ c 1, and satisfying 
cr(to-&)--A #OPeu(t2+~‘)-A, 
ifto-est<to, thencu(t)no=0, 
ift~<t<t~+&‘, thena,(t)& 
At this point it is helpful to reparameterizc the arc (Y. Let t3 be the midpoint of t2 + E’ 
and :t , i.e., t3 = $( f + tz -k E’), and define 
I 
a(t) if ObtSt2+&‘, 
a;(t) = a@-@‘) 1 c i .H l if t2 + E -> s -=z 63, 
I @.x(2?- 1) iftpStG1. 
Thus & is a path which traces the same arc as cy, but & %ts” on the point cy (t2 + E’) 
over the interval t2 + E’ s t s t3. We can now define the desired path 6 : 
dt) if OStSli,-&, 
P(t)=(U{ck(s):t~-ESsLir) ift(J-&StSt2+&‘, 
on the interval t;! + et s t s t3, p is a decreasing order arc from P(t2 -+ E’) to 
c&-t E’) (as guaranteed by Lem.ma 2.1), 
P(t)=G(t) if t&tfl. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that @([to - e, t2 + E’] is a path in C(X) and hence /3 is a 
path in C(X). Clearly p(O)=a(O) and ,Q(l)=~(l). Since cu(to--E)-A and a(t2+ 
E’) -A are nonempty, it follows that B(t)- A # 0 if to - E G t s t3. iZonsequently all 
values of P(t) are distinct from A and Yi (i s k). Moreover, since cy (t) n 0 = 8 
throughout he interval to - E G t 6 tz +- E’, we see that P(t) n 0 = 0 on the same 
interval and hence all values of F(t) are distinct from Y;: (i > k). The proof is 
complete. 
1 conjecture that Lemma 2.3 remains true when { Yl, . . . , Y,) is replaced by an 
arbitrary closed subset of C(X). 
To facilitate the exposition we consider first the case where all of the subcontinua 
Ai are proper. 
IfA 1 9 . . . , A,, are distinct members of C(X) - {X) and if each of the sets 
‘is arcwise connected, then C(X) -{A 1 9 . l . , A,) is arcwise cormectcd. 
eorem is trivial if n = 1, so we assume n > I. and that the theorem is true 
for n -1 members of C( ) -(X}. It will suffice to show that if K 
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C(X)-{AI, . . . s .;: n, X}thenthereisapathpinC(X\-{Al,. . . ,An}withp(0)= 
and p(l) =X. 
Case 1. There exists i such that K - Ai f 0. We may assume i = 1. By the induction 
hypothesis there % ,;in arc Q! in C(X) -{A*, . . . , A,} such that cy (0) = K and (Y (1) = 
By Lemma 2.3 the desired path p exists. 
Case 2. K c 1.4 fn l l l n A,,). We may assume A, -Al it 0. By the induction 
hypothesis then: ;~i an arc o in C(X)-{AI,. . . , An-l} such that ar(O)=K and 
a! (1) = A,. Since Q [ 1) -A 1 Z (6, there exists tl < 1 such that ac (tl) -A I# 0; moreover, 
cy I[O, tl] lies in ~.7’rX) -{A l, *. . , A,}. By Case 1 there is a path y in C(X)- 
. 
IA 19 0 . . , A,} SW.% that y(O) = a(tl) and y( 1) = X. If we define 
then it is readily b?t:rified that @ is a path from K to X in C(X) -{Al, . . . , A,}. 
roof of Theorems 1.1. The theorem is trivial if n = 1 so we suppose n> 1 and that 
the theorem is trtic for n - 1 distinct members of C(X). In view of Theorem 3.1 we 
may assume A-., =X Let K0 and Kr be distinct members of C(X)- 
{A l?O’., A,,+ X-j.. 
By Theorem 3.9 there is an arc fi in C(X) -{Al, . . . , An-l} with /3(O) = & and 
p( 1) = &. Either @ is the desired path or there exists tl with @(tl) = X; in the Iatter 
case there are f0 < !l and t2> tl such that 
and both ,Gl[O, to; ,iftild @l[tz, l] lie in C(X)-{&. . l ,&-I, X}. 
By the induct&x hypothesis there is an arc (Y in C(X) -{A*, . . . , An-l, X} with 
a! (0) = p( to) and :Y t, 1) = &), and by Lemma 2.3 ‘we may assume ar is in C(X) - 
{Al,. . . , A,+ ,lu :i. If we define y by 
,[,fi ;3 tot) if 0 S t G 5, 
, *y(t) = sj orC3t - 1) if $ St& 
@(3t#-t)+3t-2) if &Ml, 
then it is readily verified that y is a path in C(X) -{A 1, . . . , A,,_,, X} with y(0) = & 
and y(l)=&. 
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